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Management comments:
DPDHL Group delivered a strong Q3 2022
performance with yoy increases in Group
revenue, EBIT and FCF. Once again, the broad
Group portfolio provided an advantage as we
saw, as expected, an improvement in B2C yoy
comparison versus H1 while B2B volumes
reflected the gradually softening macro
environment. Q3 Group EBIT was significantly
supported by yield and cost measures.
We are executing on our established levers to
adapt our business to the current economic
uncertainties. Taking these into account and
based on the strong EBIT and FCF generation
in the first nine months, DPDHL Group has
raised 2022 Group EBIT and FCF guidance
today.

Executive Summary
Q3 2022
Group EBIT up +15% yoy, +5% yoy excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus
B2C yoy comparison improved vs. H1; slowing macro environment
becoming visible

Reported Free Cash Flow of €1.8bn, up +45% yoy
Strong EBIT performance translating into strong cash generation

Going forward
2022Q3
EBIT
and Free Cash Flow guidance increased
2022
Based on strong 9M 2022 performance in Group portfolio

Executing on established levers to counter macro slowdown
Full focus on flexibly managing external uncertainties
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Management comments:
B2C volumes saw a significant acceleration
during the pandemic with H1 2021 marking
the highest comparison base. 2022 has shown
the expected normalization pattern, with a
significant improvement in the Q3 yoy
comparison from the more pronounced
declines in H1. Hence, post lockdown ecommerce normalization is indeed nearing
completion.
Looking back at the pandemic acceleration and
the subsequent normalization, B2C volumes
showed accelerated structural growth vs. prepandemic levels and we expect e-commerce
volumes over time to grow from this new
higher level.

Post lockdown normalization is nearing completion for B2C / e-commerce
B2C yoy comparisonsignificantlyimproved in Q3
YoY growth

Higher e-commercebaselevel vs. pre COVID-19
Rolling four quarters, indexed

Express B2C Shipments/Day

DeCS B2C Europe Volumes

Parcel Germany Volumes

+51%

10%

Express B2C
Shipments/Day

0%

+46%

DeCS B2C Europe
Volumes

While we are preparing our network for the
annual peak season uplift, we are also
monitoring risks to e-commerce volumes in
relation to the current GDP / retail sales
environment.

-10%

+19%
-20%
Q3
2021

Parcel Germany
Volumes
Q4
2021

Q1
2022

Q2
2022

Q3 Q4
2022 2019
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Management comments:
B2B volumes have continued to soften in Q3,
with Air (AFR) and Ocean Freight (OFR)
showing a stronger decline than in Q2. In DHL
Express, TDI B2B volumes declined slightly
less yoy. In the OFR and AFR markets, this
slowing demand has eventually initiated the
long-expected normalization of rates.
With risks being rather on the downside with
regard to macro factors, we adapt our flexible
network to expected volume and weight
fluctuations in Q4 2022 and into 2023.

B2B volume development reflecting gradually slowing macro environment
Expectedfreight marketrebalancingstarted

Resilient Q3 performanceby DHL Express

All figures refer to Q3 2022

Air Freight volumes

Ocean Freight volumes

B2B shipments/day

B2B weight/day

-11%

-9% excl. Hillebrand

-1%

+1%

+3%

-15% excl. Hillebrand

-4%

+25%

yoy

yoy

vs. Q3 2019

vs. Q3 2019

yoy

yoy

vs. Q3 2019

vs. Q3 2019

Q3 DGF EBIT/GP conversion rate remained strong at 42%,
reflecting still high freight rates and improved internal
processes

Strong Q3 EBIT as network adapted timely to slowing
shipment/day dynamic reflecting gradually weakening
general economic environment

Strong focus on productivity in normalizing markets.
Sustainably stronger EBIT/GP conversion rate supported
by higher efficiencies from new IT system

Virtual airline model ensures high network flexibility.
Q4 network planning aims to balance expected B2C peak
season uplift with softer B2B outlook
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Management comments:
Our strong Q3 performance also shows that
we have been reacting well to the gradual
softening of B2B demand we have seen so far.
We have already gone through demand
downturns across our portfolio in the past and
are now again executing on our well-proven
levers to cushion demand slowdowns as and
where appropriate. This involves direct and
indirect costs measures, with steering of
network capacities in line with expected
volume fluctuations as the most critical task.

Executing on established levers to proactively manage macro slowdown

Besides the cost side, we are of course also in
more challenging economic circumstances
continuing with our strict pricing discipline, by
utilizing established levers such as our annual
price increases and surcharge mechanisms.

Disciplined yield management

Full focus on cost management

General Price Increase

DHL Express (7.9% for 2023), DeCS, Parcel Germany

Surcharges

Established mechanisms in DHL divisions; new energy &
peak season surcharge in Parcel Germany
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Well-known levers executed where required

Network flexibility

Constantly adapting to volume expectations
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Management comments:
Next to managing the shorter-term macro
uncertainties, we continue to fully execute on
the wide range of ESG targets and related
measures.

Based on the clear priorities provided by our
Sustainability Roadmap, we have numerous
initiatives gaining scale throughout the group
as the examples on this page illustrate.

Execution of Sustainability Roadmap continues irrespective of macro environment

Environment

Social

Governance

Clean operations for climate protection

Great company to work for all

Highly trusted company

▪ Employee Opinion Survey (EOS): Stable on
high previous year’s level with continuous high
participation rate despite tough labor markets

▪ Deutsche Post DHL Group has revamped its
Sustainability Advisory Council with a new
group of external experts from science, politics,
business and other relevant fields

▪ DHL Express: Alice – successful maiden flight
of first-ever all-electric cargo plane
▪ P&P Germany: Largest electric fleet with >20k
electric commercial vehicles
▪ Introduction of GoGreen Plus services at DHL
Freight and in Parcel Germany for private
customers

▪ For the second consecutive year, DHL Express
tops the global list of the Great Place to
Work™ ranking

▪ Compliance trainings: on track towards
reaching target of >97% share of valid training
certificates in middle and upper management

▪ DHL Global Forwarding agreed on a new SMF
Deal covering 60m liters
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Management comments:
With the ambition to be “Employer of Choice“
at the heart of our Group strategy and three
bottom lines, we measure employee
satisfaction and engagement through our
annual internal survey (EOS = Employee
Opinion Survey) but also through reviews by
independant bodies.
Having ranked #1 in the “Great Place To Work“
for the first time last year, DHL Express has
achieved to retain this number 1 spot for a
second consecutive year. Moreover, we have
also seen numerous countries and regions in
other divisions moving up in their respective
rankings.

GREAT
COMPANY TO
WORK FOR ALL

DHL EXPRESS TOPS AGAIN
THE GLOBAL LIST OF
GREAT PLACE TO WORK™
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Management comments:
DPDHL Group has reached a sustainably
higher performance level, supported by
structural
B2C
trend
acceleration.
Nevertheless,
the
macro-economic
environment remains as usual a relevant
external factor. In light of currently increased
risks, the Group is already executing on its
established, proven levers to cushion any
downturn, as and where appropriate.

CEO conclusion

Retained #1 Great Place to Work™ globally
Recognition of our “Employer of Choice” focus, forming our
competitive advantage

Upgrade of FY22 EBIT and FCF guidance
Following strong 9M results with increase in revenue, EBIT and FCF

Group EBIT on a new level, post-pandemic – but alert on risks
Attentive to macro environment and executing on our levers
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Financials & Outlook
MELANIE KREIS, GROUP CFO
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Management comments:
Group revenue growth includes the automatic
effect of fuel surcharges and other wellestablished mechanisms to pass through cost
inflation. While these effects inflated Group
revenue, they are neutral on EBIT, leading to a
technical dilution in margin.
Foreign exchange rate movements also had a
significant positive effect on revenue growth.
However, due to a higher net cost base in USD,
FX actually had a net negative effect on
Express and thereby also Group EBIT.

Q3 2022 Group P&L
Double-digit topline growth fully translated into strong EPS growth
Q3 2021

Q3 2022

vs. LY

Revenue

20,036

24,038

+20.0%

EBIT

1,771

2,041

+15.2%

Financial result

-142

-152

-7.0%

Taxes

-457

-548

-19.9%

Consolidated net profit*

1,087

1,228

+13.0%

Basic EPS (in €)

0.88

1.02

+15.9%

in €m

These technical factors explain why EBIT
growth is slightly below revenue growth.
Nevertheless, Group EBIT, net profit and EPS
are all up double-digit. Higher taxes reflect the
higher taxable base and 29% tax rate (Q3
2021: 28%).

*attributable to DPDHL Group shareholders
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Management comments:
B2C
volume
showed
a
sequential
improvement yoy in Q3 after lapsing the
strongest comparison base in H1. We are
planning as usual for a seasonal uplift towards
peak season in B2C while B2B weight is
expected to soften in line with generally
weakening macro trend.
Given
the current uncertain
market
circumstances, we continue to constantly
adapt our network and airlift by taking
advantage of our virtual airline and flexibility in
pick-up and delivery. We are well prepared to
take additional steps should they become
necessary.

-3% yoy

TDI Shipments/Day

+19% yoy

TDI Revenue/Day
▪ Time-Definite-International (TDI) shipments/day yoy slighly
better than H1 trend:
▪ B2B (Q3: -1% yoy; H1: -5% yoy)

DHL Express

▪ B2C (Q3: -4% yoy; H1: -7% yoy)

€7,197m €1,012m
Revenue, Q3 2022
+22% yoy

EBIT, Q3 2022
+4% yoy

0% yoy, excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus

▪ Strong revenue growth reflects significant fuel and FX effects
as well as yield management. 2023 GPI (General Price
Increase) announced with standard increase of +7.9%

▪ EBIT margin at 14%, down yoy as fuel pass-through and FX
added to revenue growth but had a combined net negative
EBIT effect
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Management comments:
AFR and OFR rates started to decline during
the
summer.
Recovering
capacity
encountering weakening demand led to a
more balanced market and reduced
disruptions. In this context, we did not see the
usual peak season in OFR and have also not
been planning for any meaningful peak season
in AFR.
DGFF GP increased by 38%, driven by elevated
rates and internal process improvements,
which will keep supporting GP generation in
the future.
Air Freight (AFR)

-11% yoy
Volumes

Ocean Freight (OFR)

+73% yoy
GP/unit

+12% yoy
Volumes

+28% yoy
GP/unit

▪ Volume development reflects ongoing market softening. OFR
volume -9% excl. M&A – Hillebrand integration well on track

DHL Global Forwarding, Freight

▪ GP/unit down sequentially as freight rates normalize, however
cushioned by GP management as well as structural systembased improvements in GP generation

€7,892m €584m

▪ Strong EBIT/GP conversion of 42% in DGF – unchanged target
of 35+% conversion in “normalized” freight rate environment
based on structural changes enabled by IT renewal

Revenue, Q3 2022
+38% yoy

DGFF also had a very strong operating cash
flow performance (+€1bn yoy) reflecting the
EBIT increase as well as significant positive
working capital development.

EBIT, Q3 2022
+57% yoy

+51% yoy, excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus
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Management comments:
Revenue grew across all three regions EMEA,
Americas and APAC as a result of favorable
trading across all sectors, reflecting strong
service quality for existing customers as well
as successful start up of new business.
The largest contributors to new business wins
of €385m (annualized revenue) in the third
quarter with a contract value of €1.8bn were in
the retail, technology and consumer sectors. In
line with the long-term structural trend, the
greatest part of that is e-fulfillment and omnichannel business.

€4bn (+12% yoy)

9M 2022 total contract value

5%

EBIT margin

DHL Supply Chain

€4,184m €220m
Revenue, Q3 2022
+15% yoy

▪ Unchanged continued top- and bottom-line growth driven by
strong new business wins, a high renewal rate supported by
growth of our strategic products and higher efficiencies
yielding from continuous investments in scaling digitalization
and standardization
▪ EBIT margin of 5.3% remains in line with 5-6% target

EBIT, Q3 2022
+55% yoy

+12% yoy, excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus
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Management comments:
Expected B2C normalisation is coming to pass
as anticipated, having lapsed the strongest ecommerce base effects in H1.
As in our other B2C operations, we are
prepared for the usual annual acceleration
towards peak season.
EBIT margin was slightly down yoy due to
increasing cost pressure in individual regions
and as we keep investing in quality and future
growth. Nevertheless, operating cash flow
increased by 15% yoy.

+2% yoy

Organic revenue growth

6%

EBIT margin

DHL eCommerce Solutions

€1,489m €87m
Revenue, Q3 2022
+8% yoy

EBIT, Q3 2022
-4% yoy

▪ Revenue growth accelerating from H1 due to improving B2C
volume momentum yoy, with unchanged positive yield and FX
effects
▪ Annual GPI (General Price Increase) for 2023 tailored to
country circumstances as usual

▪ EBIT margin maintained at high level of 6%, reflecting
structurally higher e-commerce penetration and network
utilization post lockdown

-16% yoy, excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus
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Management comments:
E-commerce normalization continued with
Parcel volume even back to growth in Q3 at
+2%. Parcel revenue was further supported by
price increases.

For Q4, we are preparing for a peak season on
roughly similar levels as last year.
Mail volume decline was impacted by general
and regional elections last year as well as
lower Dialogue Marketing volumes.

Mail*

-5% yoy
Volumes

Hence, Parcel revenue growth and overall cost
control were outbalanced by the structural
decline in Mail volumes as well as accelerating
inflation, which results in EBIT decline.

Parcel

-3% yoy
Revenue

+2% yoy
Volumes

+4% yoy
Revenue

▪ Parcel back to yoy growth, significantly improving from H1 in
line with expected post lockdown normalization

Post & Parcel Germany

€3,948m €290m
Revenue, Q3 2022
0% yoy

▪ 2023 price increase for Parcel business customers to include
new energy price and peak season surcharges

▪ Accelerated cost inflation not fully offset by ongoing cost and
pricing measures
▪ Current focus on peak season quality

EBIT, Q3 2022
-3%

-18% yoy, excl. 2021 COVID-19 bonus
*Mail = Mail Communication & Dialogue Marketing
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Management comments:
Besides capex spending in line with plans,
DPDHL is also using its strong cash flow
generation capability to continue to execute on
the €2bn share buy-back program with the
announcement of a new €500m tranche.

Strong EBIT performance translating into strong cash generation
Q3 2022
All in €m

EBIT

2,041
yoy: +270

Operating Cash
Flow

Free Cash Flow
excl. Net M&A

yoy: +816

yoy: +684

3,465

1,941

▪

Changes in WC up €+486m yoy as
working capital build-up reversing; inline with freight market normalization

▪

Capex slightly up yoy, in line with full
year guidance

▪

YTD FCF excl. Net M&A amounted to
€3.7bn

2022 Share Buy-back:
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▪

First tranche of €800m fully executed

▪

New tranche of €500m announced, to
be executed until March 2023
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Management comments:
The continued strong cash flow generation has
further bolstered DPDHL´s balance sheet
strength.
In light of the increasing macro uncertainties,
DPDHL Group can build on strong balance
sheet metrics and liquidity. The rise in interest
rates has furthermore reduced the net present
value of outstanding pension obligations,
significantly reducing the net pension
provision.

Strong balance sheet and liquidity position
1.3x

Net Debt / EBITDA

LIQUIDITY
No financial covenants on bonds and syndicated credit facility

(Sep 30th, 2022); EBITDA last four quarter

€5.1bn

Lease liabilities
Related to multiyear commitment
on operating assets
in €m

13,557

12,726

EBITDA

Defined Benefit Obligation
Plan Assets

Matur ity Pr of ile, Senior Bond s & Conver tib le
Average time to maturity 4.6 years
2022 maturity of €500m senior bond was redeemed in Q2 2022.
€m

Convertible

2,503
Net Debt

Cash & cash equivalents /
Current financial assets
(Sep 30th, 2022)

Net Pension Provision

€2.0bn

Senior Bonds

Syndicated credit facility
runs until 2025
(undrawn)

Dec 31st 2021

1,250

500

750

750

2026

2027

2028

2029

750

2032

1000

2031

700

2030

500

2025

11,839

0

2024

14,739

~€1.5bn

Bilateral uncommitted
credit lines (undrawn)

2023

1,089

2022

3,764

Sep 30th 2022
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Management comments:
As it was already clear in August that the global
economic environment was clouded by
increased downside risks, we had summarized
the expected sensitivities for 2022 EBIT for
three scenarios.
Based on the continued strong performance
recorded in Q3, we have not seen the first
scenario of a sudden, sharp deceleration
materializing. On that basis, we expect 2022
EBIT to turn out stronger than the lower half of
our old guidance.

2022 Guidance update:
Group EBIT expected in upper half or above previous guidance
H2 2022 macroeconomic scenario,
as introduced in August

2022 EBIT sensitivities
(vs previous guidance)

Sudden, sharp GDP deceleration

€7.6-8.0bn (LOWER HALF)

Decline in global GDP growth towards year-end

€8.0 -8.4bn (UPPER HALF)

Based on currently still valid, solid business momentum

>€8.4bn (ABOVE)

With business momentum in some parts of the
business still solid but prospects for GDP
development certainly worse than a few
months ago, our new 2022 EBIT guidance, as
of today, stands somewhere between the
second and third scenario. Thus, we now
expect our 2022 EBIT to end up towards the
upper end or above our previous guidance
range of €8.0bn +/-5%.

New 2022 Group EBIT guidance: €~8.4bn
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Management comments:
Considering 1) the strong 9M 2022 figures
and 2) the further softening in the general
market environment, we today raise our 2022
Group EBIT guidance. This is fully driven by
higher expectations for DHL, while we expect
P&P Germany to deliver on the lower end of its
initial guidance range.
For Q4, we expect and prepare for a seasonal
uplift, being aware that the peak season could
turn out less steep than in previous years. Just
as well, we are expecting further normalization
in freight markets and generally getting
prepared to weather rougher circumstances
when and where needed.

2022 and mid-term guidance
in € bn

EBIT

2022 Guidance

Group
DHL
P&P Germany
Group Functions
Free Cash Flow

Gross Capex
(excl. leases)
Tax Rate

Mid-term Guidance

~8.4 (from 8.0 +/- 5%)

2024 Group EBIT

~8.5

~7.5 (from 7.0 +/- 4%)

Free Cash Flow
2022-2024 cumulative

~11

Gross Capex (excl. leases)
2022-2024 cumulative

~12

~1.35 (from 1.5 +/- 10%)
~-0.45

Having delivered €3.7bn of FCF (excl. Net
M&A) after nine months, FCF (excl. Net M&A)
guidance is increased to >€4.2bn.

>4.2 (from 3.6 +/- 5%)
~4.2
28-29% (from ~29%)

Note:
▪ FCF guidance excludes Net M&A
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Our mid-term guidance remains unchanged.
This is based on the assumptions that current
economic forecasts point to a few rougher
quarters ahead but no prolonged or deeper
downturn dragging into 2024. Therefore, we
expect to recover by 2024 from a potential
step-down in 2023. Of course, network
flexibility will play an important role to adapt to
volume fluctuations in the next quarters. With
that perspective, capex is also a lever to
protect FCF generation in a downturn.
However, we are not making any changes to
our medium-term capex expectations at this
point in time.
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Management comments:
As conclusion, this slide summarizes some key
investment highlights worth keeping in mind
also in in times of economic uncertainties.
Deutsche Post DHL Group:
• is the global market leader in its core
logistics businesses
• offers attractive shareholder returns in
dividend and continued share buy-backs
• builds on a strong balance sheet supported
by significantly improved cash flow
generation

STRONG CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET

>€4bn

Free cash flow 2021 / 2022e

BBB+
Fitch

A2

Moody’s

#1 Global TDI
Express

ATTRACTIVE RETURNS
#1 Air
Freight

#1 Contract
Logistics

#2 Ocean
Freight

#1 Parcel
Germany

~5%
#1 World’s
Best
Workplaces

dividend yield*
Strong commitment to
dividend continuity

€2bn

2022-24 share buy-back program
€800m executed YTD
New tranche of €500m announced, to
be executed until March 2023

*based on closing share price on Nov 7th 2022
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Disclaimer
This presentation contains certain statements that are neither reported results nor other historical information. These forward-looking statements
are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements.
Many of these risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond Deutsche Post AG’s ability to control or estimate precisely, such as future
market and economic conditions, the behavior of other market participants, the ability to successfully integrate acquired businesses and achieve
anticipated synergies and the actions of government regulators. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, which apply only as of the date of this presentation. Deutsche Post AG does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any
revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this presentation.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or buy any security, nor shall there be any sale,
issuance or transfer of the securities referred to in this presentation in any jurisdiction in contravention of applicable law.
Copies of this presentation and any documentation relating to the Offer are not being, and must not be, directly or indirectly, mailed or otherwise
forwarded, distributed or sent in or into or from Australia, Canada or Japan or any other jurisdiction where to do so would be unlawful.
This document represents the Company‘s judgment as of date of this presentation.
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